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CHARACTERS AND BLOCKS FOR FINITE–DIMENSIONAL
REPRESENTATIONS OF QUANTUM AFFINE ALGEBRAS
VYJAYANTHI CHARI AND ADRIANO A. MOURA
Introduction
In this paper we study the category Cq of finite–dimensional representations of a quantum loop
algebraU. Our aim is to study and to put into a common representation theoretic framework, two kinds
of characters which have been associated to an object of Cq. One is the notion of q–characters defined
in [21] which is analogous in this context, to the usual notion of a character of a finite–dimensional
representation of a simple Lie algebra. The other, is the notion of the elliptic character defined in [17]
which plays the role of the central character for representations of semi-simple Lie algebras. Both kinds
of characters are needed in our situation, because the category Cq is not semi-simple and hence the
problem of determining the blocks in this category becomes important.
The papers [17] and [21] use the universal R–matrix in fundamental ways to study the elliptic
character and the q–character respectively. In particular, [17] uses convergence properties of this matrix
and hence, the main result of the paper describes the blocks in the case |q| < 1. Our methods, which
avoid the use of the R–matrix, allows us to determine the blocks for all q not a root of unity. One of
the conjectures of [21], proved in [20] (see also [22]) is that the character of simple objects of Cq has a
certain cone like form. We prove this result for the quantum affine algebras associated to a classical
Lie algebra in a representation theoretic way rather than in a combinatorial fashion. We are actually
able to prove a stronger version of their result, which allows us to give a formula for the q–characters
of the fundamental representations in terms of the braid group action defined in [5].
We now describe the results of this paper. The algebra U has a large commutative subalgebra U(0)
and the representations in Cq can be written as a sum of generalized eigenspaces for this subalgebra.
The corresponding eigenvalues are known to be n–tuples of rational functions [21], where n is the rank
of the underlying finite–dimensional simple Lie algebra g. We define the ℓ–weight lattice Pq of U to
be the multiplicative subgroup consisting of the invertible elements in the ring of n–tuples of rational
functions in an indeterminate u. It was proved in [5] that the braid group of g acts on Pq. Using this
action, we define in Section 2 the notion of simple ℓ–roots and the ℓ–root lattice Qq. It turns out that
Qq is preserved by the braid group action. We then give generators and relations for the quotient group
Ξq = Pq/Qq. Our constructions make sense when q = 1 and the quotient group Ξ1 is just the group of
functions with finite support from C× to P/Q, where P and Q are the usual weight and root lattices
of g. In Section 7 we prove that the blocks of Cq are in bijective correspondence with elements of Ξq.
A somewhat unusual feature of this category, is that the tensor product of two blocks is contained in
a single block.
Let P+q be the monoid in Pq generated by n–tuples of polynomials. It was proved in [10] that
elements of P+q parametrize the isomorphism classes of the irreducible objects in Cq. Motivated by this,
we call the elements of P+q the dominant ℓ-weights. Given ω ∈ P
+
q one can define in a natural way
the notion of an ℓ–highest weight representation with ℓ–highest weight ω. In [15] a family of universal
ℓ–highest weight module in Cq, called the Weyl module W (ω) was constructed and it was conjectured
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there and proved in the case of sl2 that W (ω) was isomorphic to a tensor product of fundamental
modules, or in other words, that W (ω) was isomorphic to a standard module. Using some deep results
of Nakajima we deduce this conjecture for a general simple Lie algebra in section 6. We then prove
that the ℓ–weights of W (ω) and hence, those of any ℓ–highest weight representations lie in the “cone”
ω(Q+q )
−1, here Q+q is the monoid generated by the simple ℓ–roots. This result plays an important role
in Section 7, since it allows us to prove that the Weyl module has a well-defined elliptic character.
In sections 4 and 5, we study the U(0)–decomposition into generalized eigenspaces of objects in Cq.
We call these the ℓ–weight spaces and the corresponding eigenvalues the ℓ–weights of that representa-
tion. We prove that the ℓ–weights of any object of Cq are in Pq and that the ℓ–weights determine the
usual weights of objects in Cq via a homomorphism wt : Pq → P . To further describe the main result
of Section 5, it is useful to compare it with the results of [20] and [21]. In those papers the authors
developed the notion of a q–character for objects in Cq. In the language of this paper, they are the
following element of Z[Pq],
chℓ(V ) =
∑
̟∈Pq
dim(V̟) e(̟),
where V̟ is the generalized eigenspace of V corresponding to the eigenvalue ̟, and Z[Pq] is the
integral group ring over Pq with basis elements e(̟). The elements Ai,c of [21], where i varies over
the set of simple roots for g and c ∈ C× turn out to correspond to the simple ℓ–roots. In [20] a result
corresponding to the main result of Section 5 of this paper, namely, that the ℓ–weights of the irreducible
representation V (ω) lie in the cone ω(Q+q )
−1 was proved using combinatorial methods. Our methods on
the other hand are purely representation theoretic. This allows us state more precise results on the ℓ (or
q)–character of the fundamental modules of the classical algebras. Thus, we prove that the ℓ–weights
of fundamental representations have a certain invariance under the braid group action analogous to the
invariance of the set of weights under the Weyl group for finite–dimensional representations of simple Lie
algebras. Interestingly enough, this invariance appears to be a very special property which fails if the
Lie algebra is of exceptional type. Although there are a number of papers where q-characters have been
studied, [22], [28], there are few explicit formulas available even for the fundamental representations,
although there are some conjectures in [21] and there is a description of the ℓ–characters in the An, Dn
case in terms of tableaux in [28]. As an application of our techniques, we write down the q–character
of the fundamental representation corresponding to the adjoint representation when g is of type Dn.
The more general case is studied in [7].
Acknowledgements: We thank E. Mukhin and J. Greenstein for useful discussions.
1. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall the definition of quantum affine algebras and several results on the structure
of these algebras.
1.1. Let g be a complex finite–dimensional simple Lie algebra of rank n and let h be a Cartan
subalgebra of g. Set I = {1, 2, · · · , n} and let {αi : i ∈ I} (resp. {ωi : i ∈ I}) be the set of simple roots
(resp. fundamental weights) of g with respect to h. Let also αˇi denote the simple co-roots. As usual,
Q, (resp. P ) denotes the root (resp. weight) lattice of g and Q+, P+ the non–negative root and weight
lattice respectively. Set Γ = P/Q. Let A = (aij)i,j∈I be the n× n Cartan matrix of g and let hˇ ∈ Z be
the dual Coxeter number of g. Fix non–negative integers di such that the matrix (diaij) is symmetric.
Assume that the nodes of the Dynkin diagram of g are numbered as in Table 1 below and let I• denote
the subset of I consisting of the shaded nodes.
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Table 1
• An :
1
•−−
2
◦ · · ·
n-1
◦−−
n
◦
• Bn :
1
◦−−
2
◦ · · ·
n-1
◦=>=
n
•
• Cn :
1
•−−
2
◦ · · ·
n-1
◦=<=
n
◦
• Dn, n odd :
1
◦−−
2
◦ · · ·
n-2
◦−−
n-1
◦
|
• n
• Dn, n even :
1
◦−−
2
◦ · · ·
n-2
◦−−
n-1
•
|
• n
• E6 :
1
•−−
2
◦−−
3
◦−−
4
◦−−
5
◦
|
◦ 6
• E7 :
1
•−−
2
◦−−
3
◦−−
4
◦−−
5
◦−−
6
◦
|
◦ 7
• E8 :
1
•−−
2
◦−−
3
◦−−
4
◦−−
5
◦−−
6
◦−−
7
◦
|
◦ 8
• F4 :
1
•−−
2
◦=<=
3
◦−−
4
◦
• G2 :
1
•≡<≡
2
◦
1.2. Denote by W the Weyl group of g, then W is generated by simple reflections {si : i ∈ I}. For
w ∈ W , let ℓ(w) denote the length of a reduced expression for w. Let w0 denote the longest element
of W , then w0 defines a permutation of I, given by w0αi = −αw0i. Given λ =
∑
i∈I λiωi ∈ P
+, let
I(λ) = {i ∈ I : λi = 0} and let W (λ) be the subgroup of W generated by {si : i ∈ I(λ)}. The following
lemma is well–known [24].
Lemma. Let λ =
∑
i∈I λiωi ∈ P
+. Then,
(i) W (λ) = {w ∈ W : wλ = λ}.
(ii) Each left (right) coset of W (λ) in W contains a unique element of minimal length. Denote by Wλ
the set of left coset representatives of minimal length.
(iii) Suppose that w ∈Wλ and that w = sjw
′ for some w′ ∈W with ℓ(w′) = ℓ(w)− 1. Then, w′ ∈Wλ.

1.3. The next lemma is easily checked using the explicit formulas for the fundamental weights
given in [23].
Lemma. Suppose that g is of type An, Bn, Cn or Dn.
(i) If λ ∈ P+ is such that ωi − λ ∈ Q
+ for some i ∈ I, then either λ = 0 or λ = ωj for some j ∈ I
with j ≤ i.
(ii) Let i, j ∈ I and assume that i > j. Then,
ωi − ωj − αj /∈ Q
+, ωi − ωj − 2αj+1 /∈ Q
+.

1.4. Let q ∈ C× and assume that q is not a root of unity. For r,m ∈ N, m ≥ r, define complex
numbers,
[m]q =
qm − q−m
q − q−1
, [m]q! = [m]q[m− 1]q . . . [2]q[1]q,
[
m
r
]
q
=
[m]q!
[r]q![m− r]q!
.
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Set qi = q
di and [m]i = [m]qi . The quantum loop algebra U of g is the algebra with generators x
±
i,r
(i ∈ I, r ∈ Z), K±1i (i ∈ I), hi,r (i ∈ I, r ∈ Z\{0}) and the following defining relations:
KiK
−1
i = K
−1
i Ki = 1, KiKj = KjKi,
Kihj,r = hj,rKi,
Kix
±
j,rK
−1
i = q
±aij
i x
±
j,r,
[hi,r, hj,s] = 0, [hi,r, x
±
j,s] = ±
1
r
[raij ]qix
±
j,r+s,
x±i,r+1x
±
j,s − q
±aij
i x
±
j,sx
±
i,r+1 = q
±aij
i x
±
i,rx
±
j,s+1 − x
±
j,s+1x
±
i,r ,
[x+i,r , x
−
j,s] = δi,j
ψ+i,r+s − ψ
−
i,r+s
qi − q
−1
i
,
∑
π∈Σm
m∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
m
k
]
i
x±i,rpi(1) . . . x
±
i,rpi(k)
x±j,sx
±
i,rpi(k+1)
. . . x±i,rpi(m) = 0, if i 6= j,
for all sequences of integers r1, . . . , rm, where m = 1 − aij , Σm is the symmetric group on m letters,
and the ψ±i,r are determined by equating powers of u in the formal power series
∞∑
r=0
ψ±i,±ru
±r = K±1i exp
(
±(qi − q
−1
i )
∞∑
s=1
hi,±su
±s
)
.
1.5. For i ∈ I, set
h±i (u) =
∞∑
k=1
q±khi,±k
[k]i
uk,
and define elements Pi,±k, i ∈ I, k ∈ Z, k ≥ 0, by the generating series,
(1.1) P±i (u) =
∞∑
k=0
Pi,±ku
k = exp(−h±i (u)).
Let U±(0) be the subalgebra of U generated by the elements hi,±k i ∈ I, k ∈ Z, k > 0. It is easy to
see that U±(0) are commutative subalgebras of U and that monomials in the hi,±k, i ∈ I, k ∈ Z form
a basis of U±(0). Notice also that U±(0) is also the subalgebra generated by the elements Pi,±k, i ∈ I,
k ∈ Z, k > 0. The subalgebra of U generated by x±i,0 and K
±1
i , i ∈ I is isomorphic to the quantized
enveloping algebra Ufin of g. For each i ∈ I, the subalgebra Ui of U generated by the elements x±i,r,
K±1i , hi,s, r ∈ Z, 0 6= s ∈ Z is isomorphic to the quantum loop algebra of sl2.
1.6. It is well–known that U has the structure of a Hopf algebra, let ∆ : U → U ⊗ U be the
comultiplication. Although, explicit formulas for the comultiplication on the generators x±i,k, hi,r, are
not known, the next proposition proved in [2, Proposition 5.3], [16], [3, Proposition 5.4] gives partial
information that suffices for our purposes.
Define subspaces X± of U, by
X± =
∑
i∈I,r∈Z
Cx±i,r.
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Proposition. Modulo UX− ⊗UX+, we have
∆(hi,s) = hi,s ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ hi,s (s ∈ Z+, s > 0),
∆(Pi,r) =
r∑
m=0
Pi,r−m ⊗ Pi,m, (r ∈ Z+, r > 0).
2. Braid group actions, the ℓ–weight lattice and the ℓ–root lattice
In this section we introduce the notion of ℓ–integral weights and ℓ–roots. These are certain multi-
plicative subgroups of the ring of algebra homomorphisms Hom(U(0),C).
2.1. Set
A = {f ∈ C[[u]] : f(0) = 1},
where C[[u]] is the ring of formal power series in an indeterminate u. Clearly A is a group under
multiplication. Given f ∈ A and r ∈ Z+, we let fr denote the coefficient of u
r in f . Let
A = A ∩C(u).
Then A is a free subgroup of A with generators {1− au : a ∈ C×}. Given f+ ∈ C[u] with f+(0) = 1,
define f− ∈ C[u] by
f−(u) = udegf
+
f+(u−1)/(udegf
+
f+(u−1))|u=0.
Given ̟+ = f+/g+ ∈ A set ̟− = f−/g−.
Define an injective group homomorphism ι : An → Hom(U(0),C) by extending,
ι(̟)(P±i (u)) = ̟
±
i ,
where ̟ = (̟+1 , · · · , ̟
+
n ) ∈ A
n and the equality is one of power series. We call ι(An) the ℓ–integral
weight lattice of U and henceforth denote it by Pq. In what follows we shall identify Pq and A
n and
denote elements of Pq as n–tuples of elements from A. For i ∈ I and a ∈ C
×, let ωi,a ∈ Pq denote
the element whose ith entry is 1− au and all other entries 1. We call these the ℓ–fundamental weights.
It is obvious that Pq is generated freely as an abelian group by the elements ωi,a, i ∈ I, a ∈ C
×. Let
P+q denote the monoid generated by 1 and the elements ωi,a, i ∈ I, a ∈ C
×, clearly P+q is isomorphic
to the monoid in An consisting of n–tuples of polynomials with constant term one and we call such
elements ℓ–dominant weights.
Definition. Let wt : Pq → P be the group homomorphism defined by extending,
wt(ωi,a) = ωi.
2.2. We now define an action of a braid group on Pq. Let B be the group generated by elements
Ti (i ∈ I) with defining relations:
TiTj = TjTi, if aij = 0,
TiTjTi = TjTiTj, if aijaji = 1,
(TiTj)
2 = (TjTi)
2, if aijaji = 2,
(TiTj)
3 = (TjTi)
3, if aijaji = 3,
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}. The next proposition is a reformulation of [5, Proposition 3.1] and can be
easily checked.
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Proposition. The following formulas define an action of B on Pq: let ̟ = (̟1, · · · , ̟n) ∈ Pq, then
Ti(̟) is defined by,
(Ti̟)j = ̟j , if aji = 0,
(Ti̟)j = ̟j(u)̟i(qiu), if aji = −1,
(Ti̟)j = ̟j(u)̟i(q
3u)̟i(qu), if aji = −2,
(Ti̟)j = ̟j(u)̟i(q
5u)̟i(q
3u)̟i(qu), if aji = −3,
(Ti̟)i =
1
̟i(q2i u)
.

2.3. For i ∈ I, set
αi,a = (Ti(ωi,a))
−1
ωi,a.
Clearly we have αi,a ∈ Pq and we let Qq be the subgroup of Pq generated by the αi,a. We call αi,a the
ℓ–simple roots and Qq the ℓ–root lattice and let Q
+
q be the monoid generated by αi,a, i ∈ I, a ∈ C
×,
and Q−q = (Q
+
q )
−1. Given f ∈ C[u], say f = (1− a1u) · · · (1 − aru), a1, · · · , ar ∈ C
×, set
αi,f =
r∏
m=1
αi,am ,
and
αi,f/g = αi,f (αi,g)
−1.
Finally, given ̟ ∈ An, set
αi,̟ = αi,(̟)i .
It is now clear that Proposition 2.2 is equivalent to,
(2.1) Ti(̟) =̟(αi,̟)
−1, ∀ ̟ ∈ An.
In particular, we have
Proposition. The action of the braid group on Pq preserves Qq. 
2.4. We list the simple roots for the various classical Lie algebras below for the reader’s convenience.
If g is of type An, then
αi,a(u) = ω
−1
i−1,aqωi,aωi,aq2ω
−1
i+1,aq, i ∈ I
where we understand ω−1,a = ωn+1,a = 1.
If g is of type Bn, then
αi,a = (ωi−1,aq2)
−1
ωi,aωi,aq4 (ωi+1,aq2)
−1, i ∈ I, i 6= n− 1, n,
αn−1,a = (ωn−2,aq2)
−1
ωn−1,aωn−1,aq4(ωn,aqωn,aq3)
−1,
αn,a = (ωn−1,aq)
−1
ωn,aωn,aq2 .
If g is of type Cn, then
αi,a = (ωi−1,aq)
−1
ωi,aωi,aq2 (ωi+1,aq)
−1, i ∈ I, i 6= n,
αn,a = (ωn−1,aqωn−1aq3)
−1
ωn,aωn,aq4 .
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If g is of type Dn, then
αi,a = (ωi−1,aq)
−1
ωi,aωi,aq2(ωi+1,aq)
−1, i ∈ I, i 6= n− 2, n− 1, n,
αn−2,a = (ωn−3,aq)
−1
ωn−2,aωn−2,aq2(ωn−1,aqωn,aq)
−1,
αn−1,a = (ωn−2,aq)
−1
ωn−1,aωn−1,aq2 ,
αn,a = (ωn−2,aq)
−1
ωn,aωn,aq2 .
Remark. The elements αi,a are essentially the elements Ai,a defined in [21].
2.5. Let w ∈ W and assume that w = si1si2 · · · sik is a reduced expression for w. Set Tw =
Ti1 · · ·Tik . It is well–known that Tw is independent of the choice of the reduced expression for w. Given
̟ ∈ An and w ∈W , we have
Tw̟ = Ti1Ti2 · · ·Tik̟ = ((Tw̟)1, · · · , (Tw̟)n) .
Lemma.
(i) For all w ∈W , and ̟ ∈ Pq, we have
wt(Tw̟) = w(wt(̟)).
(ii) Suppose that ̟r ∈ Pq, r = 1, 2 are such that wt(̟r) ∈ P
+, r = 1, 2. Then
Tw1̟1 = Tw2̟2 =⇒ wt(̟1) = wt(̟2).
Further if we set λ = wt(̟1) then
w−11 w2 ∈W (λ).
Proof. It suffices to check the result when Tw = Tj and ̟ = ωi,a for some i, j ∈ I and a ∈ C
×. But
this is now immediate from Proposition 2.2. To prove (ii), notice that (i) implies that
w1(wt(̟1)) = w2(wt(̟2)).
Since wt(̟r) ∈ P
+, this implies that wt(̟1) = wt(̟2) and hence also that w
−1
1 w2 ∈W (λ). 
2.6. The following proposition can be deduced from the results of [5], using some representation
theory. However, an elementary case by case proof is sketched below.
Proposition. Let ω ∈ P+q . Then, (Tw0ω)
−1 ∈ P+q . More precisely, we have
(Tw0ω)i = ((ω)w0i(q
hˇu))−1.
Proof. Assume first that g is of type An, then w0 has a reduced expression of the form
w0 = s1 · · · sns1 · · · sn−1 · · · s1s2s1.
Proceed by induction on n, noting that induction obviously begins at n = 1. Since
w′0 = s1 · · · sn−1 · · · s1s2s1
is the reduced expression for the longest element of An−1, we can assume by induction that
Tw′0(ω)j = (ω)n−j(q
nu)−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, Tw′0(ω)n = (ω)1(q
n−1u)ωn.
A simple computation now gives the result. The proof for the other Lie algebras is similar working
with the reduced expressions for w0 given in [5, Section 6]. 
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2.7.
Lemma. Suppose that ̟,̟′ ∈ Pq are such that ̟
′ = Tw̟ for some w ∈ W . Then
̟(̟′)−1 ∈ Qq.
Moreover if ̟ ∈ P±q , then
̟(̟′)−1 ∈ Q±q .
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when w = si and ̟ = ωj,afor some i, j ∈ I. If j = i, the result is
immediate from the definition ofαi,a(u). If j 6= i, then the result is immediate since Ti(ωj,a) = ωj,a. 
2.8.
Lemma. Given ̟ ∈ Pq there exists ω ∈ P
+
q such that ω(̟)
−1 ∈ Q+q .
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove the lemma in the case when ̟ = ω−1i,a for some i ∈ I, a ∈ C
×. By
Proposition 2.6 we see that Tw0(ωi,a)
−1 = ωw0i,aqhˇ . The result is now immediate from Lemma 2.7. 
3. The group Pq/Qq
In this section we give a set of generators and relations for the quotient group Pq/Qq in the case
when g is of type An, Bn, Cn or Dn. The case of the exceptional algebras is postponed to the appendix.
3.1.
Proposition.
(i) Assume that g is of type An, Bn, Cn or Dm, where m is odd. The group Pq/Qq is isomorphic to
the (additive) abelian group Ξq with generators {χa : a ∈ C
×} and relations:
n∑
r=0
χaqn+1−2r = 0, if g = An,
χa + χaq4n−2 = 0, if g = Bn,
χa + χaq2n+2 = 0, if g = Cn,
χa + χaq2 + χaq2m−2 + χaq2m = 0, if g = Dm,
for all a ∈ C×.
(ii) If g is of type Dm with m even, then Pq/Qq is isomorphic to the (additive) abelian group with
generators {χ±a : a ∈ C
×} and relations:
χ±a + χ
±
aq2m−2 = 0, χ
−
a + χ
−
aq2 + χ
+
aq2m−2 + χ
+
aq2m = 0,
for all a ∈ C×.
The proposition is proved in the rest of the section.
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3.2. We begin with the following Lemma whose proof is an obvious computation.
Lemma.
(i) Suppose that g is of type An or Cn (resp. Bn, Dn). Then, for all i ∈ I, (resp i 6= n, i 6= n− 1, n)
we have,
ω1,aqi−11
ωi−1,aq−1
i−1
= ωi,a
(∏i−1
j=1 αj,aqi−j−2
j
)
.
Further,
ω1,aq−n−11
ωn,a =
n∏
j=1
αj,aq−n+j−2
j
, if g = An,
and
ω1,aqn+11
ω1,aq−n−11
=

n−1∏
j=1
αj,aqn−j
j
αj,aq−n+j−2
j

αn,aq−2
j
, if g = Cn.
(ii) Assume that g is of type Bn. Then,
ωn,aq2i−1n
ωn,aq−2i+1n
= ωn−i,a

 n−1∏
j=n−i+1
j−(n−i+1)∏
r=0
α
j,aq
2(n−i−j)+4r
n

(i−1∏
r=0
αn,aq−2i+1+4rn
)
.
Further,
ωn,aq2n−1n
ω
n,aq
−(2n−1)
n
=

n−1∏
j=1
j−1∏
r=0
αj,aq−2j+4r
j


(
n−1∏
r=0
αn,aq−2n+1+4rn
)
.
(iii) Assume that g is of type Dn. Then, for j = 1, 2, · · · , [(n− 1)/2],
ωn,aq2j−1ωn,aq−2j+1 = ωn−2j,a

 n−2∏
k=n−2j+1
k−(n−2j+1)∏
r=0
αk,aqn−2j−k+2r

×
(
j−2∏
r=0
αn−1,aq−2j+3+4r
)(
j−1∏
r=0
αn,aq−2j+1+4r
)
.
Also, for j = 1, 2, · · · , [(n− 2)/2],
ωn−1,aq2jωn,aq−2j = ωn−2j−1,a

 n−2∏
k=n−2j
k−(n−2j)∏
r=0
αk,aqn−2j−1−k+2r

(j−1∏
r=0
αn−1,aq−2j+2+4rαn,aq−2j+4r
)
.
Similar formulas hold interchanging n and n− 1 on the left hand side. In addition, if n is odd, we
have
ωn,aq2ωn,aωn,aq−2n+4 = ωn−1,a
(
n−2∏
k=1
k−1∏
r=0
αk,aq3−n−k+2r
)n−52∏
r=0
αn−1,aq6−2n+4r

×

αn,a
n−3
2∏
r=0
αn,aq4−2n+4r

 ,
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ωn−1,aqn−1ωn,aq−(n−1) =
(
n−2∏
k=1
k−1∏
r=0
αk,aq−k+2r
)

n−3
2∏
r=0
αn−1,aq3−n+4rαn,aq1−n+4r

 ,
ωn,aωn,aq2ωn,aq2n−2ωn,aq2n =
(
n−2∏
k=1
k−1∏
r=0
αk,aqn−k−1+2rαk,aqn+k−1−2r
)(
n−3∏
r=0
αn−1,aq2+2r
)
×
(
n−1∏
r=0
αn,aq2r
)
.
If n is even we have
ωn,aqn−1ωn,aq−(n−1) =
(
n−2∏
k=1
k−1∏
r=0
αk,aq−k+2r
)n−42∏
r=0
αn−1,aq3−n+4r



n−22∏
r=0
αn,aq1−n+4r


and
ωn−1,aωn−1,aq2ωn,aq2n−2ωn,aq2n =
(
n−2∏
k=1
k−1∏
r=0
αk,aqn−k−1+2rαj,aqn+k−1−2r
)(
n−2∏
r=0
αn−1,aq2rαn,aq2+2r
)
.
3.3. We can now prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof. Assume first that g is of type An. We claim that the assignment χa → ω1,a defines a homomor-
phism τ : Ξq → Pq/Qq. For this, it is enough to check that for all a ∈ C
×,
(3.1)
n∏
r=0
ω1,aqn+1−2r ∈ Q
+
q .
By using Lemma 3.2(i) repeatedly we see that
ωn,q =
(
n−1∏
r=0
ω1,qn−2r
)
(̟)−1,
for some ̟ ∈ Q+q . Hence to prove (3.1) it suffices to observe from Lemma 3.2(i) that
ω1,q−n−1ωn =
n∏
j=1
αj,q−n+j−2 .
To see that this is an isomorphism of groups, consider first the homomorphism Pq → Ξq given by
mapping
ωi,a 7→
i−1∑
r=0
χaq2r−i+1 .
We claim that Qq is in the kernel of this map. For this it is enough to prove that αi,a is in the kernel.
We prove this by induction on i. If i = 1, then the result follows since ω2,aq = ω1,aq2ω1,aα
−1
1,a. The
inductive step is now easily completed using Lemma 3.2(i) again. Thus we have a homomorphism
Pq/Qq → Ξq which is clearly an inverse of τ and we are done.
Assume next that g is of type Bn. Define a group homomorphism Pq → Ξq by extending
ωi,a 7→ χaq2n−2i−1 + χa,q−2n+2i+1 , i < n, ωn,a 7→ χa.
Using Lemma 3.2(ii) we see by an induction starting at n that αj,a is the kernel of this map and hence
we get a homomorphism from Pq/Qq → Ξq. To see that this map is an isomorphism it suffices to show
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as in the case of An that the assignment χa 7→ ωn,a defines a homomorphism Ξq → Pq/Qq. For this,
it is enough to show that
ωn,aωn,aq4n−2 ∈ Q
+
q ,
which is just the second statement in Lemma 3.2(ii).
If g is of type Cn, then we show by using Lemma 3.2(i) that the map χa 7→ ω1,a gives an isomorphism
between Ξq and Pq/Qq. We omit the details. 
Remark. If q = 1, note that Ξ1 is isomorphic to the group of functions from C
× → Γ with finite
support (cf [6]).
4. The ℓ–weights of finite–dimensional representations
4.1. Given a U-module V and µ =
∑
i µiωi ∈ P , set
Vµ = {v ∈ V : Ki.v = q
µi
i v, ∀ i ∈ I}.
We say that V is a module of type 1 if
V =
⊕
µ∈P
Vµ.
Analogous definitions hold for representations of Ufin. Recall from [26] that for every λ ∈ P+, there
exists a unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible finite–dimensional representation of Ufin which we
denote by V (λ). Let Cq be the abelian category consisting of type 1 finite–dimensional representations
of U. We set
wt(V ) = {µ ∈ P : Vµ 6= 0},
and given v ∈ Vµ we set wt(v) = µ.
4.2.
Definition. Let V be a U–module. We say that ̟ ∈ An is an ℓ–weight of V if there exists a non–zero
element v ∈ V such that
(Pi,r − (̟i)r)
Nv = 0, N ≡ N(i, r, v) ∈ Z+,
for all i ∈ I and r ∈ Z+ and we call v an ℓ–weight vector in V with ℓ–weight ̟. Denote the subspace
consisting of all ℓ–weight vectors with ℓ–weight ̟ by V̟ .
Remark. We shall see later in the section, (see Proposition 4.10), that the generalized eigenspaces for
the action of the Pi,−r, i ∈ I, r ∈ Z+ are actually determined uniquely by those of the Pi,r , r ∈ Z+.
4.3. The following lemma is trivially established.
Lemma. Let V ∈ Cq. We have
V =
⊕
̟ ∈ An
V̟ , Vµ =
⊕
̟ ∈ An
V̟ ∩ Vµ.

Denote by wtℓ(V ) the set of ℓ–weights of V and define wtℓ(v) in the obvious way. It is obvious from
the definition of ℓ–weights that any morphism between objects of Cq preserves ℓ–weight spaces.
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4.4. We now study the behavior of ℓ–weights under tensor products. This is essentially the same
proof given in [21], we include it here for completeness.
Lemma. Let Vr ∈ Cq, r = 1, 2 and let vj,r, 1 ≤ j ≤ dim(Vr) be a basis of Vr, r = 1, 2 such that wt(vj,r)
and wtℓ(vj,r) are defined and assume that if j < j
′ then wt(vj,r) − wt(vj′,r) ∈ Q
+. Then the ℓ–weight
vectors of V1 ⊗ V2 are of the form
vj,1 ⊗ vj′,2 + (terms in ⊕ (V1)ν1 ⊗ (V2)ν2) ,
where the direct sum is over νr ∈ wt(Vr), r = 1, 2 and ν2 − wt(v2) ∈ Q
+. The corresponding ℓ–weight
is wtℓ(vj,1)wtℓ(vj′,2). In particular,
wtℓ(V1 ⊗ V2) = wtℓ(V1)wtℓ(V2).
Proof. It is easy to see from Proposition 1.6 that the matrices of the action of Pi,s, i ∈ I, s ∈ Z+ on
V1 ⊗ V2 with respect to the basis vj,1 ⊗ vj′,2 are simultaneously upper triangular with diagonal entries
given by wtℓ(vj,1)wtℓ(vj′,2). The result is now immediate. 
4.5. We need several results on irreducible representations of U. We begin with the definition of
an ℓ–highest weight module.
Definition. We say that a U–module V ∈ Cq is ℓ–highest weight with ℓ–highest weight ̟ ∈ Pq if
there exists a non–zero vector 0 6= v ∈ V such that V = Uv and,
(4.1) x+i,rv = 0, P
±
i (u)v = (̟)
±
i v, K
±1
i v = q
±wt̟(αˇi)v, (x−i,r)
wt̟(αˇi)+1v = 0,
for all i ∈ I, r ∈ Z. The element v is called the ℓ–highest weight vector.
The following lemma is standard.
Lemma. Any ℓ–highest weight module has a unique irreducible quotient which is also a highest weight
module with the same highest weight.
4.6. The following was proved in [9],[10] .
Theorem.
(i) Any irreducible module in Cq is ℓ–highest weight.
(ii) There exists a bijective correspondence between elements of P+q and isomorphism classes of irre-
ducible modules in Cq. 
Corollary. Let V ∈ Cq be a highest weight module with highest weight ̟. Then ̟ ∈ P
+
q . 
4.7. Given ω ∈ P+q , let V (ω) ∈ Cq be an element in the corresponding isomorphism class, and let
vω be the ℓ–highest weight vector. We note the following simple consequence of Theorem 4.6.
Lemma. Let ω ∈ P+q .
(i) We have V (ω)wtω = Cvω .
(ii) If v ∈ V (ω) is such that x+i,kv = 0 for all i ∈ I, k ∈ Z, then, v = cvω for some c ∈ C.
(iii) Let V ∈ Cq, ̟ = (̟1, · · · , ̟n) ∈ Cq and assume that v ∈ V̟, v 6= 0, is such that x
+
i,kv = 0 for
some i ∈ I and all k ∈ Z. Then, ̟i ∈ C[u].

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4.8. We now consider the case when g = sl2. Given m > 0, let ωa(m) ∈ P
+
q be the polynomial
ωa(m) = (1− aq
m−1u)(1− aqm−3u) · · · (1 − aq−m+1u),
and set ωa(0) = 1. The following result was proved in [14].
Theorem. Suppose that V ∈ Cq is an ℓ-highest weight module with highest weight ω =
∏k
r=1(1−aru)
where ar ∈ C
× is such that ar/ar′ 6= q
2 if r′ < r. Then V is a quotient of V (ωa1(1))⊗· · ·⊗V (ωak(1)).

4.9.
Proposition.
(i) There exists an isomorphism of Ufin–modules
V (ωa(m)) ∼= V (mω1).
(ii) The eigenvalues of P±1 (u) on V (ωa(m)) are ̟a,r(m)
±, 0 ≤ r ≤ m, where
̟a,r(m)
± = ωaq−r (m− r)
±(ωaqm−r+2(r)
±)−1.
In particular ̟a,m =̟aq2(m)
−1.
(iii) Any irreducible U–module is isomorphic to a tensor product V (ωa1(m1))⊗· · ·⊗V (ωar (mr)) where
ak/as 6= q
±(mk+ms−2p), 0 ≤ p < min{mk,ms},
for some a1, · · · , ar ∈ C
× and m1, · · · ,mr ∈ Z
+.
Proof. Parts (i) and (iii) were proved in [9]. Part (ii) was proved in a slightly different form in [21]. We
include a proof here for the reader’s convenience.
We proceed by induction on m. If m = 1, let v0, v1 be the basis for V (ωa(1)), where v0 is the
ℓ–highest weight vector. It is now a simple computation to check, using the formulas in [9] to check
that the eigenvalues of P1(u)
± on v1 are ̟aq2(1)
−1 = (1 − aq2u)−1. Assume now that we know the
result for all s < m. By [9], we know that there exists a short exact sequence,
0→ V (ωaq(m− 2))→ V (ωa(m− 1))⊗ V (ωaq−m(1))→ V (ωaq−1(m))→ 0.
Let v0, v1 be a basis for V (ωaqm(1)) and w0, · · · , wm−1 a basis for V (ωa(m− 1)). Then, the elements
wj ⊗ v0, 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1 and the element wm−1⊗ v1 all must have non–zero projection onto V (ωaq(m)).
For otherwise, applying x+0 repeatedly we find that w0 ⊗ v0 ∈ V (ωaq−1(m − 2)) which is impossible.
On the other hand, using the formulas in Proposition 1.6 we see that
P (u)(wj ⊗ v0) = (̟
j
a,m−1̟
0
aq−m,1)(wj ⊗ v0) = (̟
j
aq−1,m)(wj ⊗ v0), 0 ≤ j ≤ j − 1
and
P (u)(wm−1 ⊗ v1) =
1
ωaq
(wm−1 ⊗ v1) = (̟
m
aq−1,m)(wm−1 ⊗ v0).
The result follows. 
4.10. We now assume that g is an arbitrary simple Lie algebra.
Proposition. Let V ∈ Cq.
(i) Suppose that 0 6= v ∈ V̟ is such that x
+
i,kv = 0 for some i ∈ I and all k ∈ Z. Then (̟)i ∈ C[u].
(ii) For all ̟ ∈ wtℓ(V ), we have ̟ ∈ Pq and V̟ ⊂ Vwt̟. In particular,
wt(V ) = {wt(̟) :̟ ∈ wtℓ(V )}.
(iii) The eigenvalues of the elements Pi,−r, i ∈ I, r ∈ Z, on V̟ are given by ̟
− ∈ Pq.
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Proof. It clearly suffices to prove the proposition when g = sl2. Since V is finite–dimensional it has
a Jordan–Holder series and hence we may assume without loss of generality that V is irreducible, say
V = V (ω) for some ω ∈ P+q . The proof of (i) is now immediate since Corollary 4.6(i) implies that
v = cvω for some c ∈ C
×. To prove the other parts notice that by Proposition 4.9(ii) and Lemma4.4,
it suffices to consider the case of the representations V (ωa(r)), r ∈ Z+, a ∈ C
×. But this is exactly
part (iii) of Proposition 4.9. 
4.11. Let Z[Pq] be the integral group ring over Pq and let e(̟),̟ ∈ Pq be a basis of the group
ring .
Definition. Given V ∈ Cq, let chℓ(V ) ∈ Z[Pq] be defined by
chℓ(V ) =
∑
̟∈Pq
dim(V̟) e(̟).
In [21] it was proved that the q–character of V , which was defined using the R–matrix, is just chℓ(V ).
It is quite clear, as observed in [21], that chℓ is additive and by Lemma 4.4 multiplicative.
5. Braid group invariance of ℓ–weights of fundamental representations
Throughout this section we assume that g is of classical type. The representations V (ωi,a) , i ∈ I,
a ∈ C× are called the fundamental ℓ–highest weight representations. The main result of this section is
the following theorem. Recall from Section 1, the subsets Wλ ⊂W defined for elements λ ∈ P
+.
5.1.
Theorem. Let i ∈ I, a ∈ C× and assume that ̟ ∈ wtℓ(V (ωi,a)) is such that wt(̟) = λ ∈ P
+.
(i) Let w′ = sjw ∈Wλ for some j ∈ I with ℓ(sjw) = ℓ(w) + 1. Then, (Tw̟)j ∈ C[u]. In particular,
̟ ∈ ωi,aQ
−
q =⇒ Tw′̟ ∈ ωi,aQ
−
q .
(ii) For all w ∈Wλ we have
dim(V (ωi,a)̟) = dim(V (ωi,a)Tw̟),
and
Tw(wtℓ(V (ωi,a)λ)) = wtℓ(V (ωi,a)wλ).
(iii) Suppose that ̟ 6= ωi,a. There exists ̟
′ = (̟′1, · · · , ̟
′
n) ∈ wtℓ(V (ωi,a)) and j ∈ I with ̟
′
j =
(1− cu)(1− c′u), and
(5.1) ̟ =̟′(αj,c)
−1.
If c′ 6= cq−2 then ̟′ (αj,c′)
−1 ∈ wtℓV (ωi,a) and if c = c
′ then dim(V (ωi,a))̟ ≥ 2.
5.2.
Corollary. We have wtℓ(V (ωi,a)) ⊂ ωi,aQ
−
q .
Proof. By part (i) of the theorem, it suffices to prove the corollary for̟ ∈ wtℓ(V (ωi,a)) with wt(̟) =
λ ∈ P+. We proceed by induction on ht(ωi − λ), with induction obviously beginning when ωi = λ.
Let ̟′ be as in part (iii) of the theorem, so that wt(̟′) = λ + αj . Choose w ∈ W and µ ∈ P
+ with
wµ = λ+ αj . Then µ ≥ λ and by part (ii), we have
̟
′ = Tw̟
′′
for some ̟′′ ∈ wtℓ(V (ωi,a)) with wt(̟
′′) = µ. By the induction hypothesis ̟′′ ∈ ωi,aQ
−
q and hence
by part (i) again ̟′ ∈ ωi,aQ
−
q . The corollary is proved. 
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Remark. The corollary was proved [20] by combinatorial methods for all simple Lie algebras. On the
other hand, Theorem 5.1 is not true for the exceptional algebras since there is no suitable analog of
Lemma 1.3 available for those algebras. In particular, it follows that Theorem 5.1 is stronger than
the Corollary. The theorem is also obviously false for an arbitrary irreducible representation since the
evaluation representations of U(sl2) of Section 4 are counterexamples.
5.3.
Corollary. We have
chℓ(V (ωi,a)) =
∑
̟∈Pq,wt̟=µ∈P+
dim(V̟)

 ∑
w∈Wµ
e(Tw̟)

 .
We remark here that the preceding results are analogous to the following well–known result for
finite–dimensional representations V of simple Lie algebras: for all µ ∈ P with Vµ 6= 0, and w ∈ W , we
have
dim(Vµ) = dim(Vwµ).
5.4. Before proving Theorem 5.1 we note some consequences of it in computing q–characters (or
ℓ–characters) of the fundamental representations, see also [28]. Thus, suppose that i ∈ I is such that the
Ufin–representation V (ωi) is miniscule. In that case there exist no weights µ ∈ P
+ such that µ ≤ ωi
and it is known that V (ωi,a) ∼= V (ωi) as U
fin–modules. Hence, the q–character of the fundamental
representation is of the form,
chℓ(V (ωi,a)) =
∑
w∈Wωi
e(Twωi,a).
5.5. Suppose next that g is of type Dn, and that V = V (ω2,a). Let ̟j be defined by
̟j = (ωj−1,aqj+1 )
−1
ωj−1,aq2n−j−3ωj,aqj (ωj,aq2n−j−2 )
−1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 2,
= ωj,aqn−3(ωj,aqn+1)
−1, for j = n− 1, n.
We claim that
(5.2) chℓ(V ) =
∑
w∈Wω2
e(Twω2,a) +
∑
j 6=n−2
e(̟j) + 2e(̟n−2).
To prove the claim, set
wj = sj−1 · · · s1sj+1 · · · sn−2snsn−1sn−2 · · · s1,
and observe that wj ∈ Wω2 with wjω2 = αj . A straightforward calculation shows that,
Twjω2,a = (ωj−1,aqj+1 )
−1
ωj,aqjωj,aq2n−4−j (ωj+1,aq2n−3−j )
−1, if j ≤ n− 3,
= (ωn−3,aqn−1)
−1(ωn−2,aqn−2)
2(ωn−1,aqn−1ωn,aqn−1)
−1, if j = n− 2,
= (ωn−2,aqn)
−1
ωj,aqn−1ωj,aqn−3 , if j = n− 1, n.
It follows from Theorem 5.1 that
wtℓ(V ) = {Twω2,a : w ∈Wω2} ∪ {̟j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n},
and that
dim(V̟j ) ≥ 1, j 6= n− 2, dim(V̟n−2) > 1.
On the other hand, we know from [10] that V ∼= V (ω2)⊕C as U
fin–modules. In particular, dim(V0) =
n+ 1. Hence it follows that
dim(V̟j ) = 1, j 6= n− 2, dim(V̟n−2) = 2
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and our claim is proved.
5.6. We shall need the following result which holds for all simple Lie algebras g.
Proposition. Let V ∈ Cq, ̟ = (̟1, · · · , ̟n) ∈ Pq and suppose that there exists v ∈ V̟, v 6= 0, and
j ∈ I such that
x+j,sv = 0, ∀ s ∈ Z.
(i) Then, ̟j ∈ C[u] is of degree wt(̟)(αˇj) and
(x−j,0)
wt(̟)(αˇj)v ∈ VTj̟ .
(ii) Write ̟j as a product of polynomials
∏k
r=1 ωar(mr) as in Proposition 4.9. Then̟(αj,arqmr−1)
−1 ∈
wtℓ(V ) for all 1 ≤ r ≤ k. Furthermore, for all s ∈ Z, we have
x−j,sv ∈
k∑
r=1
mr−1∑
l=0
V
̟α
−1
j,arq
mr−1−2l
,
and
dimV
̟α
−1
j,arq
mr−1
≥ #{1 ≤ s ≤ k : ar = as}.
Analogous statements hold if x−j,sv = 0 for all s ∈ Z.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.10, we see that ̟j ∈ C[u] and wt(̟)(αˇj) = deg̟j . Further,
(x−j,0)
wt(̟)(αˇj)v 6= 0. Suppose first that v is actually an eigenvector with eigenvalue ̟. It follows
from Lemma 4.7(iii) and Proposition 4.9(iii), that (x−j,0)
wt(̟)(αˇj)v is an eigenvector for P+j (u) with
eigenvalue (̟j(q
2
ju))
−1. To compute the eigenvalues corresponding to P+i (u) it suffices in view of (1.1)
to compute the eigenvalues for hi,r for all i ∈ I and r ∈ Z, r 6= 0. To simplify our notation, we set for
all i ∈ I, r ∈ Z, r > 0,
h˜i,r = −
qr
[r]qi
hi,r, k = wt(̟)(αˇj).
Using the relations in U, we see that
(5.3) [h˜i,r, (x
−
j,s)
k] =
[raij ]j [r]j
[2r]j [r]i
[h˜j,r, (x
−
j,s)
k] =
[raij ]j
(qrj + q
−r
j )[r]i
[h˜j,r, (x
−
j,s)
k],
which gives,
h˜i,r(x
−
j,s)
k = (x−j,s)
kh˜i,r + [h˜i,r, (x
−
j,s)
k] = (x−j,s)
kh˜i,r +
[raij ]j
(qrj + q
−r
j )[r]i
[h˜j,r, (x
−
j,s)
k].
Writing ln(̟i) =
∑
r≥1̟i,ru
r, for some ̟i,r ∈ C, we find from (1.1) that,
h˜i,rv = ̟i,rv, i ∈ I, r ∈ Z, r > 0.
On the other hand, we have already observed that
h˜j,r(x
−
j,s)
kv = (ln(̟j(q
2
ju)))r(x
−
j,s)
kv.
Since ̟j is a polynomial of degree k, write
̟j(u) =
k∏
t=1
(1− btu)
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for some b1, · · · , bk ∈ C
×. This means that
(ln(̟j(q
2
ju)))r = (
k∑
t=1
brt q
2r
j )/r.
It is now a simple checking to see that
h˜i,r(x
−
j,s)
kv =
(
̟i,r +
qrj [raij ]j
r[r]j
k∑
t=1
brt
)
(x−j,s)
kv
for all i ∈ I and r ∈ Z, r > 0. Using (1.1) again we see that,
(x−j,0)
wt(̟)(αˇj)v ∈ VTj̟ .
For the second statement, observe first that, by Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 4.9, x−j,sv is a sum of
eigenvectors for P+j (u) with eigenvalues (1 − arq
mr−1−2l+2u)−1(1 − arq
mr−1−2lu)−1̟j where ̟j =∏k
r=1 ωar (mr) and l = 0, 1, · · · ,mr− 1. But now, a calculation identical to the preceding one gives the
result. The statement on the dimensions follows from Lemma 4.4, Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 4.9.
It remains to consider the case when v is a generalized eigenvector for the action of the Pi(u). Clearly,
we can choose a Jordan basis v1, · · · , vm of U(0)v ⊂ V̟ simultaneously for the action of the h˜i,k, i.e.,
h˜i,rvt ∈ ⊕t′<tCvt′ +̟i,rvt
for all 1 ≤ t ≤ m. We proceed by induction on t, the case t = 1 is dealt with above. Let Vt be the
Uj–module generated by vt. Then Vt ⊂ Vt+1 and the image of vt+1 in the quotient Vt+1/Vt is an
ℓ–highest weight vector for Uj . In particular, it follows that
h˜j,r(x
−
j,s)
kvt ∈ ⊕t′<tC(x
−
j,s)
kvt′ + ˜̟ j,r(x
−
j,s)
kvt
where ˜̟ j,r = (ln(̟j(q
2
ju)))r. Using the inductive hypothesis and (5.3) we get
h˜i,r(x
−
j,s)
kvt ∈ ⊕t′<tC(x
−
j,s)
kvt′ +
(
̟i,r +
qrj [raij ]j
r[r]j
k∑
t=1
brt
)
(x−j,s)
kvt
It follows that (x−j,0)
kvt ∈ VTj̟. The second statement is proved similarly. 
5.7. We now prove Theorem 5.1.
Proof. Notice that by Lemma 1.3 we can assume that either λ = 0 or λ = ωr for some r ∈ I. Assume
first that λ = ωr and let w
′ = sjw where ℓ(w
′) = ℓ(w) + 1. It follows that w−1αj ∈ Q
+ and hence
(wωr, αj) = (ωr, (w)
−1αj) > 0. In particular, this means that (w)
−1αj−αr ∈ Q
+ and hence by Lemma
1.3 we see that
ωi − (ωr + (w)
−1αj) /∈ Q
+.
This in turn implies that
ωr + (w)
−1αj /∈ wt(V (ωi,a)),
or equivalently that wωr + αj /∈ wt(V (ωi,a)). Thus,
(5.4) x+j,sV (ωi,a)Twω = 0, ∀ s ∈ Z.
A similar argument proves that
x−j,0V (ωi,a)Tw′ω = 0.
The first statement in part (i) is immediate from Lemma 4.7 while the second follows from equation
(2.1) and the fact that Tw′ = TjTw. To prove (ii), note that Proposition 5.6 implies that the map
(x−j,0)
(wωr,αj) : V (ωi,a)Twω → V (ωi,a)Tw′ω is an isomorphism of vector spaces. Since, dim V (ωi,a)λ =
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dimV (ωi,a)wλ th second statement in (ii) follows as well. If λ = 0 there is nothing to prove in (i) and
(ii) since Wλ = {e}.
To prove (iii), choose a non–zero element v ∈ V (ωi,a)̟ , j ∈ I, and s ∈ Z such that v = x
−
j,sv
′.
Then v′ ∈ V (ωi,a)λ+αj 6= 0 and by Lemma 1.3 we see that
x+j,sV (ωi,a)λ+αj = 0.
Since (λ + αj)(αˇj) = 2, it follows from Lemma 4.7 that ̟j is a polynomial of degree two for all
̟
′ = (̟1, · · · , ̟n) ∈ wtℓ(V (ωi,a)) with wt(̟
′) = λ+ αj . Furthermore, since
v′ ∈ ⊕wt̟′=λ+αjV (ωi,a)̟′ ,
it follows from Proposition 5.6 that
̟ =̟′(αj,c)
−1,
for some ̟′ ∈ Pq with wt̟
′ = λ+ αj and c ∈ C
× satisfying ̟′j(c
−1) = 0.
To prove the final statement in (iii), let v′′ ∈ V (ωi,a)̟′ , where wt̟
′ = λ + αj and ̟
′
j = (1 −
cu)(1 − c′u). Since x+j,sv
′′ = 0 it follows from Proposition 4.9 and Proposition 5.6 that if c 6= c′q2,
V (ωi,a)̟′(αj,c)−1 6= 0 and V (ωi,a)̟′(αj,c′)−1 6= 0. The other statement is proved similarly. 
6. On the tensor product structure of Weyl modules
6.1. In this section we establish the conjecture in [14] on the structure of finite–dimensional Weyl
modules using some deep results of Nakajima. This allows us to prove the following generalization of
Corollary 5.2 and [20, Theorem 4.1].
Theorem. Let V ∈ Cq be an ℓ–highest weight representation with highest weight ω ∈ P
+
q . We have
wtℓ(V ) ⊂ ωQ
−
q .
6.2. We begin by recalling the definition and some results on Weyl modules. Thus, let W (ω) be
the U–module generated by an element vω satisfying the relations:
(6.1) x+i,rvω = 0, P
±
i (u)vω = (ω)
±
i vω , K
±1
i vω = q
±wt(ω)(αˇi)vω , (x
−
i,r)
wt(ω)(αˇi)+1vω = 0,
The following result was proved in [15].
Proposition.
(i) For all ω ∈ P+q , we have W (ω) ∈ Cq.
(ii) Any ℓ–highest weight representation in Cq is a quotient of W (ω) for some ω ∈ P
+
q .

6.3. We shall also need, the following result proved in [1],[5],[29].
Theorem. Let k ∈ Z, k ≥ 1 and let i1, · · · , ik ∈ I, a1, · · · , ak ∈ C
×. The U–module V (ωi1,a1)⊗ · · · ⊗
V (ωik,ak) is cyclic on the tensor product of the ℓ–highest weight vectors if for all 1 ≤ s
′ < s ≤ k we
have as 6= as′q
r for any r ∈ Z, r > 0. 
The following corollary is now immediate.
Corollary. There exist i1, · · · , ik ∈ I, a1, · · · , ak ∈ C
× such that V (ωi1,a1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ωik,ak) is a
quotient of W (ω) where,
ωj =
∏
k:ik=j
(1 − aku).
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In particular,
dimW (ω) ≥
∏
k
dim(V (ωik,ak)).

6.4. As a result, to prove Theorem 6.1, it now suffices to prove that the ℓ–weights of W (ω) lie in
ωQ−q . This is immediate from Lemma 4.4, [20, Theorem 4.1] and the following Theorem.
Theorem. The module W (ω) is isomorphic to a tensor product of fundamental representations. In
particular if i1, · · · , ik ∈ I, a1, · · · , ak ∈ C
× are such that V = V (ωi1,a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ωik,ak) is cyclic on
the tensor product of highest weight vectors, then V ∼=W (ω) where ω defined as in Corollary 6.3.
Remark. This theorem was conjectured in [14] where it was proved when g = sl2. In the general case,
the proof we give is deduced easily from some deep results of Nakajima [27] in the simply–laced case
and of Beck and Nakajima in [4] in the general case.
Proof. Given λ ∈ P+, let W˜ (λ) be the U–module generated by an element vλ satisfying,
(6.2) x+i,rvλ = 0, K
±1
i vλ = q
±λivλ, (x
−
i,r)
λi+1vλ = 0.
It is not hard to see that W˜ (λ) can also be regarded as a U(0)–module by right multiplication. Further,
it was shown in [14] that
Pi,±rvλ = 0, i ∈ I, |r| > λi, Pi,λiPi,−λivλ = vλ.
The quotient ofU(0) by the ideal I(λ) generated by the elements, Pi,r , i ∈ I, |r| > λi and Pi,λiPi,−λi−1
can be identified with the ring Σ of symmetric functions in the variables ti,r, i ∈ I, 1 ≤ r ≤ λi and t
−1
i,λi
[14],[27]. It was proved in [27, Proposition 14.1.2] for the simply–laced case, and in [4, Section 4] for
the general case, that U(0)vλ is free as a module for Σ of rank∏
i∈I
dimV (ωi,1)
⊗λi .
Given ω ∈ P+q , with wtω = λ, let mω be the maximal ideal in U(0) generated by the elements
Pi,±r − ((ω
±)i)r. The module W (ω) is clearly a quotient of W˜ (λ), and in fact as vector spaces, we
have
W (ω) ∼= W˜ (λ)/mω,
and hence
dim(W (ω)) =
∏
i∈I
dimV (ωi,1)
⊗λi .
The result now follows from Corollary 6.3. The second statement is immediate. 
7. Block Decomposition of Cq
It is by now well–known that the category Cq is not semisimple. In this section we use the results of
the previous section to describe the blocks in Cq. To do this, we redefine the notion of elliptic characters
introduced in [17] as elements of Ξq. This allows us to state and prove the main result of [17] for generic
q.
7.1. We begin by recalling the definition of the blocks of an abelian category.
Recall that that two objects Vr ∈ Cq, r = 1, 2 are linked if there does not exist a splitting of Cq into
a direct sum of abelian categories Cr, such that Vr ∈ Cr for r = 1, 2. It is not hard to see that linking
defines an equivalence relation on Cq and a block is an equivalence class of this relation.
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7.2. We now define the notion of an elliptic character of a representation.
Definition. The elliptic character of an irreducible representation V (ω) of Uq is the element χω =
ω ∈ Pq/Qq ∼= Ξq. A finite dimensional representation V of U is said to have elliptic character χ ∈ Ξq if
every irreducible constituent of V has elliptic character χ. Let Cχ be the subcategory of Cq consisting
of representations with elliptic character χ.
Remark. Recall in section 3.1 that we use additive notation when working with Ξq, rather than the
multiplicative notation induced from Pq.
Theorem.
(i) Every indecomposable object in Cq has a well defined elliptic character.
(ii) Any two simple objects in Cχ are linked.
(iii) The categories Cχ are the blocks of Cq.
We prove the theorem in the rest of the section.
7.3. The following proposition plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 7.2.
Proposition.
(i) For all ω ∈ P+q , we have W (ω) ∈ Cχω .
(ii) Cχ1 ⊗ Cχ2 ⊂ Cχ1+χ2 .
Proof. To prove (i), note that if V (ω′) is a constituent of W (ω), then by Theorem 6.1 we must have
ω
′ ∈ ωQ−q .
It follows that χω = χω′ . The proof of the second part is similar. It is enough to prove that if V (ωr) ∈
Cχr , r = 1, 2, then V = V (ω1) ⊗ V (ω2) ∈ Cχ1+χ2 . Suppose that V (ω) is an irreducible constituent of
V . In particular ω ∈ wtℓ(V ) ⊂ wtℓ(V1)wtℓ(V2). By Theorem 5.2 we know that wtℓ(Vr) ⊂ ωrQ
−
q for
r = 1, 2. Hence ω ∈ ω1ω2Q
−
q . Together with Proposition 3.1, it immediately implies that
χω = ω = ω1ω2 = χω1 + χω2 .

7.4. We can now prove Theorem 7.2(i) by methods similar to those used in [6] for affine algebras.
Namely, one proves the following:
Lemma.
(i) Let U ∈ Cχ. Let ω0 ∈ P
+
q be such that χ 6= χω0 . Then Ext
1
Cq
(U, V (ω0)) = 0.
(ii) Assume that Vj ∈ Cχj , j = 1, 2 and that χ1 6= χ2. Then Ext
1
Cq
(V1, V2) = 0.
Proof. Since Ext1Cq is an additive functor, to prove (i) it suffices to consider the case when U is inde-
composable. Consider an extension,
0→ V (ω0)→ V → U → 0
We prove by induction on the length of U that the extension is trivial. Suppose first that U = V (ω)
for some ω ∈ P+q . Then Vω 6= 0 and one of the following must hold,
(i) wtω < wtω0, or
(ii) wtω0 − wtω /∈ Q
+\{0}.
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We can always assume (by taking duals if necessary) that we are in case (ii). Since wt(V (ω0)) ⊂
wtω0 −Q
+, it follows that
x+i,kVwtω = 0, ∀ i ∈ I, k ∈ Z.
Thus there exists an element 0 6= v ∈ Vω which is a common eigenvector for the action of Pi(u) with
eigenvalue ω and hence Uv is a quotient of W (ω). In particular Uv ∈ Cχω . Notice that either
V (ω0) ⊂ Uv or Uv ∩ V (ω0) = 0.
If χω 6= χω0 then the second possibility must hold and so
V ∼= V (ω0)⊕Uv.
This shows that induction begins.
Now assume that U is indecomposable with length ℓ > 1 and that we know the result for all modules
with length strictly smaller than ℓ. Let U1 be a proper non–trivial submodule of U and consider the
short exact sequence,
0→ U1 → U → U2 → 0
Since Ext1Cq (Uj , V (ω0)) = 0 for j = 1, 2 by the induction hypothesis, the result follows by using the
exact sequence Ext1Cq (U2, V (ω0))→ Ext
1
Cq
(U, V (ω0))→ Ext
1
Cq
(U1, V (ω0)). Part (ii) is now immediate
by using a similar induction on the length of V2. 
7.5. The proof of Theorem 7.2(i) is completed as follows. Let V be an indecomposable U-module.
We prove that there exists χ ∈ Ξq such that V ∈ Cχ by an induction on the length of V . If V = V (ω)
is irreducible it follows from the definition of Cχω . If V is reducible, let V (ω0) be an irreducible
subrepresentation of V and let U be the corresponding quotient. In other words, we have an extension
0→ V (ω0)→ V → U → 0
Write U = ⊕rj=1Uj where each Uj is indecomposable. By the inductive hypothesis, there exist χj ∈ Ξq
such that Uj ∈ Cχj , 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Suppose that there exists j0 such that χj0 6= χω0 . Lemma 7.4 implies
that
Ext1Cq (U, V (ω0))
∼= ⊕rj=1Ext
1
Cq
(Uj,V(ω0)) ∼= ⊕j 6=j0Ext
1
Cq
(Uj,V(ω0)).
In other words, the exact sequence 0→ V (ω0)→ V → U → 0 is equivalent to one of the form
0→ V (ω0)→ V
′ ⊕ Uj0 → ⊕j 6=j0Uj ⊕ Uj0 → 0
where
0→ V (ω0)→ V
′ → ⊕j 6=j0Uj → 0
is an element of ⊕j 6=j0Ext
1
Cq
(Uj,V(ω0)). But this contradicts the fact that V is indecomposable. Hence
χj = χω0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r and V ∈ Cχω0
. 
7.6. We now prove Theorem 7.2(ii). The idea is similar to the one used in [17], although, again,
with the theory of ℓ-lattices the proof is simpler, uniform and works for generic q. The proof we give
depends on Proposition 3.1 which has only been stated so far for the classical Lie algebras. The proof
of part (ii) of Theorem 7.2 for the exceptional Lie algebras is postponed to the appendix after we state
the analog of Proposition 3.1 for these algebras.
We first consider the cases g = An, Bn, Cn, Dn, where, in the case of Dn, we assume that n is odd.
Thus let i• be the unique element in I•. From now on we denote by V (a) the irreducible fundamental
representation V (ωi•,a).
We shall need the following result.
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Proposition.
(i) Let a1, · · · , ak ∈ C
× and let σ be any permutation of {1, · · · , k}. Then, the modules V (a1)⊗ · · · ⊗
V (ak) and V (aσ(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ V (aσ(k)) are linked.
(ii) Given ω ∈ P+q , there exists a set (possibly not unique) Sω = {a1, · · · , ak} ⊂ C
× such that W (ω)
is a subquotient of V (a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ak) and hence W (ω) and V (ω) are linked to it.

Proof. To prove (i), note first that since the Grothendieck ring of the category of finite–dimensional
representations is commutative, [21], it follows that the modules V (a1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ak) and V (aσ(1)) ⊗
· · · ⊗ V (aσ(k)) have the same irreducible constituents for all permutations σ of {1, 2, · · · , k}. Hence to
show that they are linked it suffices to prove that there exists a permutation τ such that V (aτ(1)) ⊗
· · · ⊗ V (aτ(k)) is indecomposable. But this is clear using Theorem 6.3, which implies that there exists
a permutation τ of a1, · · · , ak ∈ C
× such that V (aτ(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ V (aτ(k)) is cyclic on the tensor product
of highest weight vectors and hence indecomposable. By Theorem 6.4 it suffices to prove (ii) when
ω = ωi,a for some i ∈ I, a ∈ C
×. But this follows from [13, Theorem 6.1, Proposition 7.5, Theorem
8.2]. It is immediate from (i) that W (ω) is linked to V (a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ak). 
Corollary. Let ω,ω′ ∈ P+q and assume that Sω = {a1, · · · , sk}, Sω′ = {a
′
1, · · · , a
′
l}. Then V (ω) and
V (ω′) are linked iff V (a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ak) and V (a
′
1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (a
′
l) are linked.
As a consequence to prove Theorem 7.2(ii) it suffices to show that, if the modules V (a1)⊗· · ·⊗V (ak)
and V (b1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (bs) have the same elliptic character, then they are linked.
7.7. The next result identifies minimal sets Se, where e is the identity element in P
+
q . Notice that
in this case the associated irreducible representation is the trivial one.
Proposition. For all a ∈ C× we can take,
Se(a) = {a, aq
2 · · · , aq2n}, if g = An,
= {a, aq4n−2}, if g = Bn,
= {a, aq2n+2}, if g = Cn,
= {a, aq2, aq2n−2, aq2n}, if g = Dn.
Proof. It was proved in [11, Proposition 5.1] that the dual V (ω)∗ is isomorphic to V (ω∗) where (ω∗)i =
(ω)w0i(q
hˇ
i u). This proves the statements for Bn and Cn. For An, it suffices to prove that
V (ωi,qi−1) ⊂ V (ω1,qi)⊗ V (ωi−1,1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
But this follows from [11, Lemma 5.2]. The proof for Dn is similar and we omit the details. 
7.8. Given a ∈ C×, let ωa ∈ P
+
q be the element defined by
(ωa)j = 1, j 6= i•, (ωa)i• =
∏
aj∈Se(a)
(1− aju).
The following is now immediate.
Corollary. Let V ′ ∈ Cq, then V
′ is linked to V ′ ⊗W (ωa).
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7.9. Recall from Section 3.1 that the group Ξq is isomorphic to the quotient of the free group Ξ˜q,
generated by elements χa, by the subgroup generated by
κa =
∑
aj∈Se(a)
χaj
for all a ∈ C×. We can now complete the proof of Theorem 7.2(ii). Suppose that the modules
V (a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ak) and V (b1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (bs) have the same elliptic character. Then, in Ξ˜q, we have
k∑
r=1
χar −
s∑
r=1
χbr =
p∑
r=1
mrκcr
for some cr ∈ C
× and integers mr. We can assume that there exists p
′ such that mr ≤ 0 if 1 ≤ r ≤ p
′
and mr > 0 otherwise. Now we have,
k∑
r=1
χar +
p′∑
r=1
(−mr)κcr =
s∑
r=1
χbt +
p∑
r=p′+1
mrκcr .
Since this is an equality in a free group, it follows that we have an equality of sets with multiplicities,
{a1, · · · , ak} ∪ ∪
p′
r=1Se(cr) = {b1, · · · , bs} ∪ ∪
p
r=p′+1Se(cr),
where the multiplicity of Se(cr) is −mr if r ≤ p
′, and mr if r > p
′.
This now gives,
V (a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ak) ∼ V (a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (ak)⊗ (⊗
p′
r=1W (ωcr )
⊗(−mr))
∼ V (b1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (bs)⊗ (⊗
p
r=p′+1W (ωcr )
⊗mr)
∼ V (b1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (bs)
where ∼ stands for linking relation. The proof of Theorem 7.2(iii) is immediate.
7.10. We now consider the g = Dn for even n. Thus, set V−(a) = V (ωn−1,a) and V+(a) = V (ωn,a).
We state the analogue of Proposition 7.6 which is proved in a similar way.
Proposition.
(i) Let a1, · · · , ak ∈ C
×, ε1, · · · , εk ∈ {+,−}, and σ be a permutation of {1, · · · , k}. Then the modules
Vε1(a1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Vεk (ak) and Vεσ(1) (aσ(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ Vεσ(k)(aσ(k)) are linked.
(ii) Given ω ∈ P+q , there exists a (non–unique) pair of sets Sω = ({a1, · · · , ak}, {ε1, · · · , εk}), where
aj ∈ C
× and εj ∈ {+,−}, such that W (ω) is a subquotient of U = Vε1(a1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vεk(ak). In
particular W (ω) and V (ω) are linked to U .

The analogue of Corollary 7.6 is immediate.
7.11. Given a ∈ C×, define the sets
Se,0(a) = {a, aq
2n−2}, Se,1(a) = {a, aq
2}
and, for k ∈ {0,+,−}, let ωa,k ∈ Pq be given by
(ωa,k)j = 1, j /∈ I•
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and
(ωa,k)n−1 =


1, if k = +,∏
aj∈Se,0(a)
(1 − aju), if k = −,∏
aj∈Se,1(aq2n−2)
(1− aju), if k = 0,
(ωa,k)n =


1, if k = −,∏
aj∈Se,0(a)
(1− aju), if k = +,∏
aj∈Se,1(a)
(1− aju), if k = 0.
The next Proposition is proved exactly like Proposition 7.7.
Proposition. The trivial representation is linked to W (ωa,k).
Corollary. Let V ′ ∈ Cq, then V
′ is linked to V ′ ⊗W (ωa,k).
7.12. We complete the proof of Theorem 7.2(ii) as in section 7.9 using Proposition 3.1.
8. Appendix: Exceptional Algebras
We now consider the problem of determining the block decomposition when g is one of the exceptional
algebras.
8.1. Thus, let i = 1 and V = V (ω1,a). We start observing that Proposition and Corollary 7.6
holds for the exceptional algebras.
8.2. Given a ∈ C×, define sets Se,k(a), where k = 1, 2, when E6, E7, F4, G2, k = 1, 2, 3, when
g = E8, as follows.
Se,1(a) = {a, aq
8, aq16}, Se,2(a) = {a, aq
2, aq4, aq12, aq14, aq16}, if g = E6,
Se,1(a) = {a, aq
18}, Se,2(a) = {a, aq
2, aq12, aq14, aq24, aq26}, if g = E7,
Se,1(a) = {a, aq
30}, Se,2 = {a, aq
20, aq30}, Se,3(a) = {a, aq
12, aq24, aq36, aq48}, if g = E8,
Se,1(a) = {a, aq
18}, Se,2(a) = {a, aq
2, aq12, aq24}, if g = F4,
Se,1(a) = {a, aq
12}, Se,2(a) = {a, aq
8, aq16}, if g = G2,
Now, define ωa,k ∈ P
+
q by
(ωa,k)j = 1, j 6= 1, (ωa,k)1 =
∏
aj∈Se,k(a)
(1− aju).
Similarly to Proposition 7.7, we have the following.
Proposition. The trivial representation is linked to W (ωa,k).
Corollary. Let V ′ ∈ Cq, then V
′ is linked to V ′ ⊗W (ωa,k).
8.3. Now we complete the statement of Proposition 3.1 for the exceptional algebras.
Proposition. Assume that g is of type E6, E7, E8, F4 or G2. The group Pq/Qq is isomorphic to the
(additive) abelian group Ξq with generators {χa : a ∈ C
×} and relations:∑
aj∈Se,k(a)
χaj = 0
for all a ∈ C× and k = 1, 2, for g 6= E8 and k = 1, 2, 3, for g = E8.
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The idea of the proof is the same of Proposition 3.1 and requires a long, but straight forward, case
by case checking.
8.4. The rest of the proof of Theorem 7.2 (ii) and (iii) for the exceptional algebras is similar to
section 7.9 using Proposition 8.3.
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